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I# laraQDOCTioR
The conetructien of Aldou* Huxley*# novel, Point 
Counter Point, eeem# worth while to Investigate for 
the writer*# intention in uelng eueh a form. Huxley 
#Ugge#tg hi# meaning through the medium of Phillip 
Quarle#, the character who i# generally considered 
to be the mouthpiece of the author in thl# book. In 
(Chapter twenty-two, %uarle# make# the following com­
ment# in hi# notebook concerning the musical make-up 
of a novel:
The mu#icalination of fiction*...Get this into a novel. How? The abrupt transitions are easy enough. All you need i# a sufficiency of character# and parallel, contrapuntal plots. *
In other words, the novelist ha# attmnpted to 
construct hi# story in the manner that a composer 
writes an elaborate musical competition. The very 
title itself suggest# the weaving together of sever­
al theme# which sometime# run parallel, which at 
other time# converge. These themes appear one ty 
one, are then returned to again and again for a more 
cmnplete development. This method of introducing a 
subject, dropping it like a musical theme, and then 
coming back to it at various interval# to make addi-
Ï -----------------------------------------------------------Point Counter Point, p. 349-350, Throughout this study I nave used the Modem Library edition of
—2—'
tions is conaimtently followed throughout the volume. 
The theme* play about on# another like the theme* of 
a fugue. Their complete algnlficaoGe i* not apparent 
until their convergence near the end of the novel.*
In this etudy of Point Counter Point, continual 
nee 1* made of Euxley*# comment* on imueic in other 
work* of hi6-*novele, essaya, and travel book*. lUaqy 
different phase* of hi* writing* have been diacuaaed; 
Tbut, *o far a* I know, very little ha* been aald about 
hi* great liking for music. At the age of seventeen.
♦ The novel. Point Counter Point, is not Hux­
ley»* first attempt 'to reproduce' In writing hi* idea of & musical con*truetlon, although, to my knowledge, it is the first one to be directly con* cemed with fiction. He make* an unusual ezperi- ment near the end of hi* travel book. Je*tin* Pilate. RuxliQ̂ ** first visit to the city of Lo* Angeles 
impressed him greatly. The fa*t**oving, happy life of the American city inspired him to describe it 
in terms of a musical form-known a* a rhapaody*
In modem music, a rhapaodr 1* a brilliant coô po* 
sition which combine* the idea of a medley with the added idea of great joy or ecstasy. The form 1* often disconnected and fantastic. Huxley describe* the city in five short parts or scenes— labelling 
them movement*, as in music. The First Movement 
is concerned with hi* visit to a Hollywood movie studio. The Second Movement discusses the announce­ment* of the various religious sects in a newspaper, each church eng)ha*l*ing it* special mualeal enter* tainment in order to draw in a maximum number of people to it* service*. A description of beautiful 
girls * trolling along the beach coeqxrise* the Third 
Movement, Hext comes an account of the endless movement of the cily resident* and the large zxomber 
of automobile*. The Fifth Movement of the rhapsody describe* a typical night-club scene of Los Angeles.
Huxley was afflicted by an eye-ailaeut which left 
him practically blind for three yeara. During this 
time he found some consolation in music, at the same 
time learning a great deal of the art and construction 
of mualo In Ita maiy forme.
In most of Baxley*e works, reference la made to 
music In some manner or another. For several years 
he wrote music criticism for a leading London Maga­
sine** In his travel books, Jesting Pilate. Along 
the Road and Beyond the Mexique Bay, the influence of 
music upon his thoughts is evident by hie numerous 
comments concerning tiie use of music in the many 
countries through which he travelled.* He also has 
written much about music in his many essays and 
novels.
♦ In the book. Living Authors. page 191, the following %uotatl% from Huxley is contained:"In 1910 I joined the editorial staff of the Athenaeum under J. Middleton Murry...
I did a hu^e quantity of journalism, in- clWing draa&atic, musical, and artistic criticism. "
* In Jesting Pilate. Huxley discusses the general characterisiics the music In India, He says thatIndian music is innocent of any harmony more subtle than the drone on the dominant note. It knows of no form more highly organised than that of the air with variations. It is played on but few instruments—  two kinds of lutes and a kind of wire-stringed viola are the commonest. Nevertheless, Huxley says, Indian music is surprisingly rich and various, depending much upon the individual player.
>4—
In Point Conntor Point. Huxley doee not attougpt 
to follow any definite mueical form auch aa a f^gue* 
a sonata, or a ay%%)hony.* He does not divide hi# 
a tory into distinct movement* as be had formerly 
done in his travel book. Jesting Pilate. describing 
Los Angeles in the form of a rhapao^y^ labelling 
each scene a separate movement. From the manner 
in which the themes arc introduced and then inter­
woven in Point Counter Point, there is a slight 
resemblance to the form of a fugue, but I do not 
believe that it was Huxley's intention to follow 
any set musical construction. He is merely pre-
In 'ais' 'travels,''EuSey' "often''"''m S cs''analogies between thii%s which he sees and music. For ex>- ample, in Beyond the Nexloue Bear, on page 13, he makes the ?oll%ing statements concerning a aide- 
trip that he take# to a pitch lake*
**Ho work is being done at the lake, and the telpher wires, stretched tightly across the sky, serve only as convenient perches for Innumei^le black pelicans. They sit there like a passage of semi-quavers on a mile-long expanse of ruled paper, we seemed to be landing at the foot of a gigantic page of Lisst."
♦ In connection with the terms fugue, sonata, and 
symphony, the following books have been consulted: 
Music lover's Encyclopedia, edited by Deems Taylor, 
published by Doubleday, Doran and Co^wmy, Inc., Hew 
York, 1939; Introduction to Musical Knowledge. Jones and Barnard, published by”lhe''TPaïïr A* ^cnmltt Music Company, Minneapolis, 1935; The Evolution of the Art of msic. C. Hubert H. Parry, D. Appleton-Century Co., 
Hew y®E and London, 1936; and Essays in Musical Analysis. Volime 2, Donald Francis Tovey, Oxford 
Uni^ralty Press, 1936.
—
seutlng in fiction M s  tree interpretation of a 
large musical composition. He uses four principal 
themes and t»o subordinate themes which are associ­
ated with the main ones# Huxley's idea is to intro­
duce each of these musical subjects individually 
and then to expand them gradually by development 
and by contrasting them with each other# Artistic 
interest and variety of effect are maintained by 
the manner in which several thMws seme times sound 
together, and sometimes are reduced to a minimum 
of one or two# The four iiqportant themes are brought 
together pr^sainently at the end of the novel to 
round the whole work into completeness.
In M s  discussion of the musicalisation of 
fiction in chapter twenty-two of Point Counter Point. 
Huxley states that it is st^gêm enough for a novelist 
to accomplish the trans 1 tions— simply have enough 
characters and just alternate the themes# In this 
novel, he leaves a space between the scenes to make 
the abrupt transitions very definite. He achieves 
variations by using several characters on the same 
theme— showing all the different aspects of each 
theme. Modulations are presented by the reduplication
.4b-
of eltuatlon# and cbaractera. A# Emclay may#, th* 
noveliat modulate# ty showlixg "meveral people fal­
ling In love* or dying, or preying In different 
#aya— dlealmilare eolvlng the eame problem. Or 
vlee versa y similar people conAronted with dlselml- 
lar problems."*
Music plays a part in the dally lives of all 
the Important characters in Point Counter Poj|.nt. 
Phillip Quarles is a genuine admirer of the finest 
types of music; Lucy Tantamount and John Bidlake 
love sensuous, popular music; Lord Tantamount is 
willing to leave his scientific experiments at any 
time to listen to a coaposition of J. 8. Bach*#; 
Burlap feigns a love for classical music which he 
does not actually feel; Spandrell shoots hjüaself 
after insisting that he hem perceived heaven 
through the medium of Be#tboven*e Quartet in 4 
Minor* and Eampion gets a glimpse of a valuable 
construction beyond the mere formulation of living 
from the same composition.
It is the purpose of this study to analyse 
the themes and the construction of Point Counter 
Point and to correlate the various references to
*
Point Counter Point, p. 300.
«"4c*"
mue le In the novel with the numerou# etatemente 
about muelc ae e%$re#eed In other *rltinge of 
Aldoue Huxley,
Flret a etudy mill be made of the four :Mdn 
themee and the two minor themee of the novel.
Then will follow a detailed analyele of the entire 
etory^ from beginning to end, chapter by chapter, 
noting the entrance and re-entrance of each of the 
ei% themee.
The writer wlehee to expreee hie gratitude 
to Profeeeor Edmmd L. Freaean and Dr, Bennie 
Murphy for their advice and helpful critlclem in 
the writing of this thesis.
•'S'-
II. THEME DEV2L0ÆEHT IN POINT COHNTm POINT
The four main themee of this novel are: In-
tellectual maladjustment, hanaonious living, moral- 
philoeophleal maladjustment, and religious malad­
justment. Two other veiy Important themes ere those 
of love and social reform.
I shall name intellectual maladjustment the Q 
theme because It revolves about PhlUlp Quarles.
He Is a novelist with an encyclopedic knowledge 
who finds himself unable to converse with any but 
those who can speak on his own high mental level.
His wife, Elinor, had been bom with a fine sense 
of social action and is able to get along with any- 
bod(y, but Phillip is the type who answers the per­
sonal word with an intellectual generalisation.
In the ordinary daily world of human contacts he was curionsly like a foreigner, uneasily not at home among his fellows, finding it difficult or impossible to enter 
into communication with any but those who could speak his native intellectual language of ideas. Emotionally, he was a foreigner. ^
Elinor often remarks that he is protected from
his emotions by his intellect. She wishes, not on-
I —
Point Counter Point, p. 91.
ly for her sake but also for Phillip*s suecess 
as a novelist, that he were able to come out of
hie ehell and leam to live with the Inatlncte as
well as with the Intellect, When she expreeeee 
the dealre that he would some day write a eleple 
8 tory instead of his u#ual Intricately woven onee, 
he reflects:
He could manage the coa%)licatlone as well as anyone. But when it came to the simplicities, he lacked the talent—that talent which Is of the heart, noless than the head, of the feelings, the sympathies, the intuitions, no leas than of the analytical understanding. The heart, the heart, he said to himself. Per* celve ye not, neither understand? Have 
ye your heart yet hardened? No heart, no understanding. ^
As a further development of this theme, the 
author dips into the past a few years to recount 
a conversation between Phillip*# mother and Eli­
nor. It appears that Phillip as a youth bad an 
accident which gave him a lame leg. As a result 
of this he did not serve in the %orld War. In 
her discussion Phillip's mother says that it 
might have been good if Phillip had been sdîle to 
go to the war.
"In a certain sense I wish he had gone to the war. Oh, not for fire-eat­ing, patriotic reasons. But because, if one could have guaranteed that he wouldn't
have been killed or mangled, it would have
-7.
been eo good for him-^vlolently good* per- hape; painfully good; but etiil ^od. It might have emaahed hie eWll for him end eet him free from his own prison* Bmoti<m- ally free; for his Intellect*# free enough already* Too free* perhaps, for my old- fashioned taste*" ^
Phillip knows that tiA woolly intellectual 
person has many fault# and expresses regret at hi# 
own inability to live a normal well-rounded ex­
istence* There 1# a huge difference between know­
ing scwething and the actual living of that theory* 
He is convinced ^aat it is much easiw to leam a 
great deal about sociology, for instance, than it 
1# to carry on satisfactory relation# with human 
beings.
Bit seeking truth is much easier than learning the art of Integral liv- Ing... Which explains, though It doesn* t justify, my continued and excessive in­
dulgence in the vices of informative read­ing and abstract generalisation* Shall I ever have the strength of mind to break myself of those indolent habits of intel- 
lectuallsm and devote my energies to the more serious and difficult task of liv­ing integrally. ^
ii few chapters later, Phillip oomwnts in 
his notebook on the futile nature of his life* He 
has been accustomed to conquer by means of his in­
tellect for the larger part of his life so he does 
not consider it possible for him to ciiange his mode
4
Ibid*, p. 272.bThid.. n. AAfUam
«g.**
of llvii*g« He character!*** hi* p*r*onal!tf by 
saying:
EQr tM* *t@,pr***lon of emotional re^ latlofmhipe and natural plely he seem* to himself to be achievihg fre^^Ma*-freedom frtsa sentimentality* from the irrational* from passion* from iogmls* and maotlonal- ism* &%t in reality, as he gradually dis­covers, he has only narrowed and desiccated his life; and whaVs more has craned ols Intellect by the very process he thougnt would emancipate it* His reason** free, but only to deal with a small fraction of experience. He realises his psychologi­cal defects, and desires, in theory, to change. But it's difficult to break life­long habits; and perhaps the habits are only the expression of an inborn indiffer­ence and coldness which it might be almost isqposslble to overcome. ^
This theme reaches it* height of development
through a lengthy explanation of sane living by
the artlst-author, Mark Hampion. He reproaches
fhllllp and his scholarly friends for their faulty
search for truth. He claims that they are not
lookii% for the only truth that matters— human
truth— nor are they searching for it with the whole
being, just a specialized part of it. Phillip's
intellectual abstractions are called merely *prec-
7
ious amusements of the mind". Rampion compares 
woat he calls human truth with what he calls the 
false truth of Phillip:
6..Ibid.. p.4067
«-G—
all theae famoua theoriea about the co&ooa and their practical ap- pllcatlona— they*ve got nothli% whatever to do with the only truth that matter#*And the noD̂ ĥuman truth len* t merely ir*» relevant; it'e dange%t)u#* it dl#tract# peopleattention from the important hwmn truth* It make# them falelfy their experience in order that lived reality may fit in with ab#tract l̂eoiy#** ^
Phillip*# problem* then* 1# to tranmform nle
detached Intellectual akeptlol#m into a way of
harmonlouB all-round llvihg* Ke know# his anort-
comln^B and wlBne# to chai%e but he also realises
tiiat it ie laqpoeelble to make that change becauae
of hi# eatabllahed habit# and inborn indiiference.
He leave# the book with hi# problem uiwolved* A
short conversation between Phillip and Spandrell
markB the end of the Q theme. Spandrell attea%)ta
to conmole Phillip over the death of hi# little
mon.
Phillip mucbled momething and looked rather uncomfortable, like a man who find# 
himself involved In an eabarr&melng #itua- tion* Ke could not bear anyone coming near hie mleery* It was private, secret, sacred. It hurt him oo expose it. It made him feel 
ashamed*"It was a peculiarly gratuitous horror," 
he said, to bring the conversation away from the particular and personal to the general. ®
Harmonious living 1# exemplified In Mark 
Haag)lon— designated a# the H theme* Rampion live#
Ibid*, p* 479.n
"■2.0*'
in a more satiefaotory way than any other peraon 
in this novel because he live* realistically* All 
of the facta of living are taken into consideration 
by him and he then makes M a  way of living ^it 
these facte, Re la opposed to hmaan lopsidedness 
of all kinds, Moralists^ scientists, spiritualists, 
political uplifters*— all of these, says Eampion,̂  
do not have the sense to see that man must live as 
a man, not as seme kind of monster of conscious in­
tellect. He is especially critical of the modem 
scientific world. In eaplaining to an acquaintance 
one of his pictures which he entitles "Fossils of 
the Past and Fossils of the Future", Eampion says:
"The lizards died of havlT% too much body and too little head.,, bo, at least, 
the scientists are never tired of telling us. PlQfsical size is a handicap after a certain point. But what about mental sise? These fools seem to forget that they* re just as top-heavy and clumsy and dispro- portioned as any diplodocus. Sacrificing plysloal life and affective life to men­tal life. %hat do they imagine*# going to happen?**
In a talk with Phillip Quarles, Haoapion ex­
presses his coi%̂ lete disgust with political 
wrangling. He says that it is impossible for any 
man of #omoKm sense to be Interested in such dis-
10Ibid.f p. 248,
-11*
putaa. A6 to what thay are fighting about—  
Faaciatg, Commmlatm, Eadlcal#^ Cooaarvatlvea—  
Raagplon vehemently utter# :
"ïhey're fighting to decide whether we shall go to hell by communist ea%,reae train or oapitaliet racing motor oar; by indivldnaliet bus or eollectiviet tram running on the rail# of state control*The destination*# tne earns in every case*They*re all of them bound for hell, all headed for the same psychological impasse and the social coll&fme that result# from psychologlcai collapse* The only point of difference between them is: How shallwe get there?" ^
A further development of this R theme is made 
through the medium of Phillip Quarles*# notebook- 
comment# that he had written down concerning a 
discussion between Eamplon and himself* The artist 
listed numeî oue evil things of the modem world, 
prophesying wars between tiie continents, and the 
final crumhling of sociely. He complained of the 
fact that even his own children had a passion for 
macnineiy— automobiles, airplanes, radios. Ram* 
pion went on further to say that tne young people 
of today seemed determined to bring tne world to 
an end,
"Life could have been so beautiful, if they*d cared to make it so. Yes, and it was beautiful OTx;e, I believe, 3?ow
IIIbid.. p, 355,
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lt*g an iBBanlly; it*» just deathviolently galvanised, twltcolug about and laaking a hellishJ^laballoo exuber­ant sort of life." ^
Near the end of the book, at the convergence 
of the four main tliemes, Eamplon cleaily expresses 
his j^hilosoply of life.
**Ifobody*s asking you to be anything but a man. A mwn, mind you* got an amgel
or a devil, A man*s a creature on a tight­rope, walking delicately, equilibrated, with mind and consciousness and spirit at one end of his balancing pole and bo<iy aivi instinct and all that*# imconscious and eartiy and oysterious at the other* Bal­anced* Which ie damnably difficult. And the only absolute he can ever really know is the absolute of perfect balance, absoluteness of perfect relativity,"
Regarding religion, hampion does not think
that one should allow his theoretical knowledge
to Influence his practical life* For purposes of
living, *God*e tue total result of any action that
14
makes for life". He Inveighs against wnat ne
c alls "(t od-snobe ** :
"People wuo aren’t really alive, who've never done any vital act. who aien* t in any living relation witn any­
thing | people who haven’t the slightest personal or practical knowledge of what God is. But tiiey moo away in churches, they coo over their prayers, they per­vert and destroy their whole dismal ex­istences by acting in accordance with the will of an arbitrarily imagined abstract- ion which they choose to call God. Just a pack of God—snobs." ^
-13-
The E theme eoncludee with the *,artial aocept" 
ance by Bao@)lon of the eplrltual qualitlea of the 
Hellijce peekgeeaiME jeovement of Beethoven* e Onartet 
^  A Mihor. After the nuehmr hae been played for 
him, Bampion, realizing ite perfection, eaye to 
Spandrell:
«You*re quite right* It ie heaven, it ie the life of the eoul. It*e the moet perfect spiritual abetraction from reality I*ve ever known. But why ehould he have wanted to make t)#t abatractlon?*hy couldn*t he be content to be a man and not an abstract aoul?"
Eamplon ie dlepoeed toward tne entire imman-
Ity of the non-intelleotuale. Nevertheleee, this
conclueion of the k th^oe marke the beginning of
a new life for Eamplon. It ie a glimpse of a
valuable construction beyond the mere formulation
of living, with which he had been preoccupied
before.
The theme of moral-philosophical mal ad j us t- 
ment is concerned with Iv̂ aurlce Cpandrell— r̂eferred 
to from now on as the 2 theme. Cpandrell*s char­
acter la a most puzzling one. I7e always seems to 
make the worst of every tiling, choosing the worst
16Ibid.. p. 510.
«•X4»
course and encouraging M s  worst tendencies. To 
him life is hateful and boring and it seems as 
though he prefers it that way. Eaag>lon gives a 
good insight into his character when he remarks to 
his wife* Mary:
"He*s like a silly schoolboy. He*s never grown up. Can*t you see that? He*s a pei-manent adolescent... Not being able to live, because he's too busy thinking about death and God and truth and mysticism and all the rest of it; too busy thinking about sins and trying to commit them and being dis­appointed because he's not succeeding."
The next time that this theme enters, the au­
thor expands it by referring to the past. For ©any 
years, Spandrell had been completely idle, refusing 
to do any kind of work. He thinks that work merely 
distracts the mind and makes a man forget himself. 
The turning point in Spandrell's life had been the 
second marriage of M s  mother.
Ever since his mother's second mar­riage Spandrell had always perversely made the worst of things, chosen the worst course, deliberately encouraged M s  own worst ten­dencies. I t  was with debauchery that he distracted M s  endless leisures. He was 




Tn a conversation with Phillip, Spandrell had 
been asked he kept on with nls present manner 
of ll»ring since he was always bored. Spandrell, 
wno was boaatful instead of ashamed of his weak­
nesses, answered Phillip*
"Because I'm coamaitted to it. Be­cause in some way It's ay dtstiny. Be­cause tnat's what life finally Is— nate- ful and boring; tnat's whut human oelngs are, when they're left to tziemselves"- hateful and boring again. Because, once one's daraned, one ought to danm oneself doubly. Because...yes, because I really like hating and being bored."
This 3 thene is concluded in the last chapter
with the suicide of Spandrell after be has been
convinced of the existence of heaven ty hearlz%
Beetüioven's tuartet In À Minor* Ee placed tne
record on his gramophone— a melody concerned with
the Immortalliy of the soul and the loveliness of
life eternal— let it pley over and over, listened
carefully to its promises of hope and faith, and
then, while the music was still going on, shot
himself.
The life of Burlap, and to a lesser degree of 
Carling, illisBtrates the theme of religious malad­
ieIbid.. p. 257.
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juBtmeat— the B them*. Burlap ie preoccupied 
with the hietory of St. Francie and foole every­
body, includi%ig hlmeelf, Into believing that 
he 1# an ardent religioue peraon. He 1* con- 
etantly attempting to act more than human, but 
hie elckening eplri^all^ only eucceede in 
making him look imaæral. He ie very popular with 
women becauae of hie rellgloue nature. Aotually 
hi* apparmit chaetlty ie juet an inplement of ee- 
ductlon. Sometime* in hie love-making he becomes 
cynical and moody.
"One'e devil" wae how he deecribed tlwee mood* wWn he had worked hlmeelf back again into emotional spiritualityî and he would quote the Ancient Mariner** 
words about the wicked whisper that had turned hie heart a* dry a* duet. "One'e devil"--or was it, perhaps, the genuine 
fundamental Burlap, grown tired of trying 
to be somebody else and of churning up emotion* he did not epontaneouely feel, 
taking a brief holiday? 20
The most significant expression of the B
theme is given at the convergence of the four
principal themee near the conclusion of the
novel. Eampion characterise® the class to which
Burlap belongsÎ
"Your horrid little St. Francie... Another idiot. But already on the verge
5(5 -  ^
Ibid.f p. 199.
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of di&boliem. the monke of the The-bald you eee the proceae carried a step further. T^ey went over the verge. Tosy got to the stage of being devils. Self*' torture, destruction of everything decent and beautiful and living. That was their prograime. They tried to obey Jesus and be more than men; and all they suc­ceeded in doing was to beotme the incar­nation of pure diabolic destructiveness. Titey could have been perfectly decent hu­man beings if they*d Just gone about be­having naturally, in accordance with their instincts. But^no, they wsmted to be more than human." ^
Ceurling, & very minor chai'acter. Is shown 
in a disgusting light as a variation of this B 
tïieme. Ee is perpetually drunk^ yet is always 
talking about saints and religion. In his drunk' 
en stupor, he bewails the fact that the largest 
part of the world is ignorant of even the most 
fundamental religious truths.
Ibe most important figure in the love theme
S  idi \c»y ̂is Walter Two different aspects of love
are Illustrated by hie Involvement with Marjorie 
Carling and Lutgr Tantaweount— the iirst, a sort 
of spiritueLl love; the second, a purely physical 
love. The following passage contrasts Walter's
2l ^Ibid.? p. 480.
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feelings for Lacy with thoee he has for Marjorie:
At a distance, theoretically» purity and goodness and refined spirituality were admirable* But in practice and close to they were less appealing. And from some­one who does not appeal to one even devoi.̂  tlon, even the flattery of admiration, are unbearable. Confusedly and simultaneously he hated Marjorie for her patient martyred coldness; he accost him»elf of swinish smasuality. His love for la%y waum mad and shameful, but Marjorie was bloodless and half dead... They were low, th^e sensual feelings; thqr were ignoble.
lucy is literally a devourer of men. When 
Walter belatedly realises her inconstancy and un­
faithfulness, he goes back to Marjo%i.e who has 
quietly loved him all the time.
Other phases of the love theom are shown by 
the affairs of Sidney (Quarles and Gladys, of Ev- 
erard Web ley and Elinor, of Burlap and Beatrice, 
and an account of the past esperlences of the old 
gentleman-painter, John Bidlake,
The social reform theme involves, primarily, 
Everard Webley, head of the fascist group in 
Britain— the Brotherhood of British Freemen. In 
attempting to persuade a wealthy man to support 





"Men of good will* men with a stake In the eonnta^ ought to eoiAlne to resist the forces of destruction. It Is not only property that Is menaced^ not only the material interests of a class; it is the English tradltlMi. It Is personal initi­ative* It is Intelligence, it la all natu­ral distinction of aigr kind# The Freemen are banded to resist the dictatorship of the stupid; they are armed to protect in­dividuality from the mass man, the mob; they are fightl3$g for the recognition of natural snperlorlly in every^;^here» The enemies are many and busy," ^
This theme is further developed through the
medltm of a speech by #eblsy to a thousand British
Freemen who have gathered In Byde Park:
"We outlaws are freemen. We believe In the value of Individual liberty, we would encourage individual enterprise ; for we believe that, coordinated and controlled in the interests of society as a whole, in­dividual enterprise produces the best eco- nomlc and moral results. The law of the democratic world Is human standardisation, is the reduction of all humanity to the lowest common measure. Its religion Is the worship of the average man. We outlaws believe In diversity, in ̂ istocracy, in the natural hlerarcby."
As a variation of this theme, 1111%#, a lab- 
oratory assistant and membmr of a Commimlst club, 
enters. He, together with Spandrell who is a 
club member of his, murders Webley to conclude the 
theme of social reform.
m  -------------------------------------------------------
Ibid#, P# 66*
Ibid# , p 39Ÿ•
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in an elaborate imalcal ccn^altlon, tb#ae 
themee are Introduced one ty one, are then devel­
oped and contracted until tney are fixed firmly 
In the iJilnd of the readei". Then begins a aort 
of analytic canvaacing of all that they contain—  
pbraaee of one are blended with or offeot against 
another. Kuxley never dwells extensively on any 
one given theme, making it quite impossible to 
tire of aîQT part and giving the impression of a 
well-rounded 'Musical whole.
-21.
Ille ANALYSIS CF POINT C O i m m  POINT 
CHAPTER BY CHAPT^
In a large mualcal congweltlon aneh aa a 
#ympbony$ the ooB̂ peeer very often ai%geat# In the 
firet movement maqy of the theme# ehich are later 
to he fully developed. Huxley make# u#e of thl# 
device in the opening chapter of Point Counter 
Point. In connection with the love theme, which, 
in thie inetance, concern# Walter Bldlake and Mar- 
jorie Carling, the novellat hint# at the B theme, 
the Q theme and the theme of aoclal reform.
The B theme la suggested in a few sentences 
in conjunction with Walter's mnalnga over hie now 
di#tasteful affair with Marjorie:
He thought of Carling. A drunkard 
and religious. Alway# chattering awey about chasuble# and aalnt# and the lamac- ulate Ccmception, and at^l^ same time a 
nasty drunkmo pervert.
This is the first intimation of religious mal­
adjustment which later revolves about the person of 
the literary editor, Burlap.
26
Point Counter Point, p. 12.
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A& Walter continue» hie thoughte about hie 
love ea^erlencee, thei e come to hie mind eome worde 
that hie brother-in-law, Phillip Quarlee, had eaid 
one evening;
"One ehpuldn't take art too literal­ly. It*a too apt to be true* Unadulter­ated, like die tilled water. Wnen truth is nothing but the truth, it's unnatural, lt*e an abetraction that reeemblee noth­ing in the real world. In nature there are alwaye eo marqr irrelevant things mixed np with the essential truth. That's why art moves you— precisely because it's un­adulterated wlj^ all the irrelevancies of real life."
This is the first inkling given of the intel­
lectual nature of Phillip Quarles, the literary 
artist who is unable to come down to earth and 
live naturally.
Wear the close of this introductory chapter, 
the theme of social reform is suggested. Walter, 
leaving Liarjorle alone at home while he is going 
to a party, is reading in a newspaper about the 
Socialist's plan for the nationalization of the 
mines. The editor of the newspaper is antagonistic 
to the idea and says in his article :
"The Socialists call it Katlonalisa- 
tion, but the rest of us have a shorter and homelier name for what they propose to do.
That name is theft," 27
26Ibid.. p.25
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Tbe goene of the second chapter ie Tantamount 
House in London where an orchestral concert Is in 
pr<^rees. The theme of love la continued with a 
description of Uhe clandestine affair between Ladf 
Edward Tantamount and John Bldlake $ after the 
former*s marriage twenty-five years ago. This 
account shows Bldlake, Walter's father and a for­
mer great painter, as a very fickle lover and 
one who hag deep regrets at becoming old and be- 
ing forced to give up his careless, youthful way 
of living.
One of the main purposes of this chapter is 
to show the depth of feelings aroused in people 
by music. The following passage describes the 
reaction of one of the guests, Fanny Logan, to the
orchestra:
She was easily moved, especially by music... How beautiful this music was, how sad, and yet how comforting î She felt it 
within her, as a current of esKjuisite feel­
ing, running smoothly but irresistibly through all the labyrinthine intricacies of her being. Even her body shook and 
swayed in time with tne pulse and undulation 
of the melody. She thought of her husband; the memory of him came to her on the current of the music..* The tears came faster. She wiped them away* The music was infinitely sad; and yet it consoled. It admitted every­thin, so to speak— poor Eric's <^ing before
-24-
üiG time, the pain of hie illneee, hie reluctance to go— it admitted everything. ^
In thie eame chapter, an intereetlng analogy 
le made beteeen mueie and life. The world of people 
ie called a himan fugue with eighteen hundred mil­
lion parte to it. It ie a very complex world and 
difficult to coa%)rehend.
You eeem to have found the truth; clear, definite, unmletakable, it ie an­nounced by the violins; you have it, you triumphantly hold it. But it ellpe out of your graep to preaent itaelf in a new
Ibid.. p. 29.In an eeeay, "The Beat la Silence", from the volume, Mualc at ïfight. Kuxley diacuaeea tlie tre- mendoua effect that music sometimes has on people.In a different manner, he say», it may be the equiva­lent of a person*» most In^R^essible experience. It may bring back to one*» mind the phantom of that eaq̂ erience or, as in the above instance of Fanny Logan, the actual experience Itself. It is diffl- 
cult to specify exactly what the music is saying. Huxley states that a f^rson may feel a special delight in the sheer beauty of a certain pattern of tones; then again, he may get a new sense of the meaning of the world if the music is by some composer of unusual powers (such as the concert above at "Bantamount House—  the orchestra is play­ing Bach*» Suite in B Minor.) As Huxley says in this essay: T̂he intemîttences of the heart aresubject to no known law..*, le are grateful to the musician for saying clearly what we have always 
felt, but never been abl#,.to express* Listening to expressive music, we have not of course the artist*» original experience, but the best exq;)er- ience in its kind of which our nature is capable—  
a better and completer expearience than in fact we 
ever had before listening to the music.**
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aapeot among th* celloe and yet again in tenxiB of Ponglleoni'a vibrating air column. % e  parta live their eeparate lives; they touch, their paths cross, they combine for a moment to create a seemingly final and perfectedy^harmony, only to break apart again.
Ihe third chapter is very short, delineating 
the character of Lord Sde&rd Tantamount and tel­
ling ho* he first became Interested In biology 
forty years before. At that time, an article in 
Quarterly magasine which greatly interested 
nim had said:
jPoint Coun^r Point, p. 27.JastinK by Aidons Ruxlay, a bookrelating his travels In India, the East Indies, Japan and ;ün@rica, the author makes a different 
sort of comparison between music and life. He states that any certain note of a melody, standing by itself, has no meaning whatsoever, a consid- erable portion of the melody mist be neard before the nature of the song can be discovered. Fer- h&ps, says Huxley, it is the same with life. At any given moment, life appears to have no meaning. When it is viewed over a long period, however, it 
seems to have a more definite purpose. As Huxley technically seta forth his idea:"The note, A natural, is in itself insignifi­cant. But the note A natural « when combined in a certain way with a cêrtün mmber of other notes, becomes an essential part of the Hymn to Joy in Beethoven's Choral Sywhony. It is conceivable that the moment of world ' ëabstence, of which we are aware during a human lifetime, may be an es­sential part in a musical entirety that is yet to be unfolded." p.173-174.
The living being do#» not form »n #ao- caption to the great natural harmoiy which make# thing# adapt theawelvee to one another* it break# no conoord; it i# neither in oontradictlaa to, nor atmggling again# t, general coemic force#. Far frmm that, it 1# a meaher of the univereal concert of thing», and the life of the anlatal, for example, 1» only a fragg^t of the total life of the nniverae.
Lord Edward we# moved to exclaim at that time 
that it was just like music— with harmonie», oonn- 
terpolnt, and modulation». He said that the great 
difficulty was that one had to be trained to listen. 
Be mentioned Oriental music, saying that people in
the Western world oould not aw*ke head or tail of
*
it. He resolved, then and there, to make the study 
of physical biology his lifetime work.
^5-----------------------------------------------
FoiPt Cmmtsr Feint, p. 34.* In his travel Dock, Jesting Pilate. p. 66,Huxley says the following oonoemirg his comprehen­
sion of a concert that he heard in India*
"I was able to understand and appreciate the music tolerably well. All of it, except the music played, traditionally, when a man gives 
up the world for the life of meditation. One of these renunciatory pieces— a most elaborate, classical affair— was played for our benefit. 
But I must confess that, listen as I might,
I was unable to hear anything particularly mournful or serious, anythin specially sug­gestive of self-sacrifice in the piece. To Bqr Western ears it sounded much more cheerful than the dance which followed it.“
Huxley goes on to explain that even in music 
the differences between the conventions of expression are very great. Music affects people physiologically
"27"
A6 Lord Sdvard le pureulug ble ecieatiflc ex­
périmenta on the top floor with nle aealetant, II- 
lidge^ the etraine of mueic from the concert below 
float up to the laboratory:
The ehaklng air rattled Lord Edward *e membrane tympani ; the Interlocked malleua,Incue and etlrrup bones were set In motion so as to agitate the membrane of the oval window and raise an Inflnlt^mal storm in the fluid of the labyrinth. The hairy end­ings of the auditory nerve snuddered like weeds In a rough sea; a vast number of ob­scure miracles were performed in tne brain, and Lord Edward ecstatically whispered,"Bach{" He smiled with pleasure, his eyes lit up. The young girl was singing to her­self in solitude under the floating clouds..."%e must really go downstairs and listen...%ork can wait. One doesn^t hear this sort 
of thing every night."
Huxley had a definite purpose in mind with this 
descriptive, technical passage, in one of his essays,
through r:^^'"&%d the voïiuûne" 'and" quail'Ey' of ”sounds. Conventions, which they have found to begard as fundamental, are found to be purely arbitrary when compared with conventions of other countries. For example, says Huxley, we in the Western world insist upon a fundamental difference between major and minor keys— the minor being for us essentially sad. As a matter of fact, he says, 
this difference Is not fundamental at all, but the result of a recent convention of Western musicians. Before the seventeenth century the convention did not exist even in European music, and in Oriental music it ie not thought of, the most cl^eez^l, jolly, and martial music music being often pitched in the minor,
31Point Counter Point, p. 38.
"And Wanton Optica Roll tae Eeltlng Sy«", he re­
mark# of the great service that the peonliar jar­
gon of science con be to the writer whose intention 
i# Ironical. In placing together two account# of 
the same event, one in term# of pure science, the 
other in term# of religion, music, etc.— an effect 
of irony i# obtained. EuzJLey then make# specific 
reference to this #imultsnecu#ly scientific and 
aesthetic account of the Bach concert in Point 
Counter Point.
Beginning with the fourth chapter, the anal­
ogy between the form of this novel and music 1# 
much more apparent. The scenes change wltn light­
ning rapidity and numerous characters are Intro- 
duced in conjunction with the six aforementioned 
themes.
A first glimpse is had of Sverard webley, 
a strange, burly creature who is attempting to cre­
ate a fascist organisation in Great Britain— called 
the Brotherhood of British Freemen. The scene then 
Siiifts to Lucy Tantamount and John Bldlake with an 
account of some of the latter'# youthful amours.
The fourth chapter concludes with a return to the
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thmae of social reform. The novelist accomplishes 
what would be called a variation In music by using 
different characters on an identical theoie— In 
this instance, the theme of social reform, with 
Hugo Brockle and folly Logan. Hugo, a devoted fol­
lower of webley, states the chief principles of his 
organisation:
"The classes must be equally strong.A strong working class clmnouring for high wages keeps the professional middle class active... Webley wants to keep all the clas­ses and strengthen them. Re wants them to live in a condition of tension, so that the - state is balanced by each filing as hard as It can Its own way."
Chapter five opens with another variation on 
tne social reform theme. Illldge, a Commmlst, 
expounds his views on richness and poverty to 
Walter Bldlake. Following this is a continuation 
of the theme In another part of the house through 
a conversation between Webley and Wrd Edward. 
Wiebley makes full use of his speaking powers In 
an attmnpt to persuade the elderly gentleman of 
the justness and value of his cause but fails 
miserably.
The next shift is to tne B theme and intro-
32Ibid.. p. 58.
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duc#8 the enigmatleal editor. Burlap. In a die- 
eueelon of art with one of the gueste at the par­
ty, he make# use of hie apiritual ideaa,
«A great ari-lat la a man who ayn- theal3#ea all experience. The cynic eeta out h)' denying ,mlf the facta— the fact of" the Boul, the fact of ideals, the fact of God, And yet we're aware of spiritual facts just as directly and lnduhltW)Iy as we're aware of physical facts."
The scene tiien changes to Lady Tantamount 
and John Bldlake who discuss the deplorable love 
affair of Walter and Marjorie Carling. A shift 
is then made frou the par^ to Walter's apart­
ment where Marjorie reads over the letters that 
Walter had written her at the b%lnning of their 
frieni^hip.
The concluding scene is a short conversation 
between Tantamount and Johm Bldlake. The
former asks Bldlake when his daughter, Elinor, 
and son-in-law, Phillip Quarles, will be coming 
home, Bldlake replies that they will be leaving 
Bombay, India, the next day. This concluding 
scene may be likened to a modulation in music, 
the term applied to the several measures which 
prepare for a change of key. By having Bldlake
33-----------------------    ^Ibid.. p. 73-74.
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coiment on Phillip and Sllnor, the novellht has 
made preparation for the following chapter—  
a lengthy description of the two on their va­
cation in India.
Chapter al% deals entirely *itn tne k theme. 
The Intellectual nature of Phillip Quarles af­
fects both his married and literary life. Els 
wife had considered it only natural and z'lght to 
give him her Intimacies of thought but he^ on the 
other hand, had always withheld his own personal 
privacies. She greatly aAslres his fine mind 
but often wishes that he would not live eo entire­
ly by his intellect.
Once, when he had been telllcg Z w  about Koehler's book on the apes, she said, "You're like a monkey on the super- m&n side of humaniiy. Almost human, like those poor chimp&nsees. The only dlf- ference is that they're trying to think up with their feelings and instincts, and you're trying to feel down with your Intellect." 34
As they are returning to their hotel one 
night, a dog is run over by their car. The ac­
cident causes Phillip to make numerous conjectures.
34Ib'Zd., p. 03-#
Elinor listened with interest and at the same time a kind of iiorror. Even the Bonaeblng of a wretched animal we^ enough to eet that quick untiring Intelligence to work... The accident evoked frwn Phillip a selection irom the vital etatlatlc* of Sici­ly, a apecnlatlon about the rel&tivi^ of morals, a brilliant psychological generali­zation. It was amusing, It waa unexpected. It was wonderlully InteMstlng; but ohi ahe almost wanted to ecream. So
Ciiapter aeven goe# back to Tantamount House 
wnere waiter naa finally locat%i Lucy. He wishee 
to go some place whaie toey can be by themaelvee 
8 0 they decide on Sblea'a Restaurant. Prtmi thie 
love th^e, a m̂ iift la made to the Q theme. Mol­
ly D'Exergillod, one oi tne lesser cnaraetere and 
an extremely talkative person, diecusae# Phillip 
and Elinor with a small group at toe party. She
describes Phillip as a "Zoologist of fiction,36learnedly elfish, a scientific Puck." The chapter 
ends with the conversation of waiter and Lucy as 
they are on their way to tne restaurant.
Chapter eight is short but important. It 
introduces tne R theme, concerning Mark Haaplon 





In thl# very flr#t entrance of Mark Rampion,
he 1# #hmm a# the mo#t civilized pereon in the
entire novel. When It came to human relatlon-
ahlpa, Mary had the ntmoat faith In her huaband'a
judgment. Rampion wa# at home with anybody. He
aeemed to have been bom with a eort of Intuitive 
4 37under#tending. **Re can amell people*# #oula",
Mary ueed to #ay of him.
An impression is given of the perverse moral
nature of Spandrell in a short speech of Rampion*#:
"Yes, ^mt'e the trouble with you* Spandrell* You like stewing in your disgusting sigppumting juice. You don't want to be made healthy* You enjoy your unwholesweness. You're rather proud of 
it even. ”
Chapter nine further develop# the E theme 
by going back fifteen year# in the lives of 
Eangplom and Mary to their first meeting, court­
ship and marriage. Mary bad always the best 
Of advantages, coming frma a wealthy family 
whereas Mark Rampion had worked hard all of his 
life. He liked her frankness, her genuineness ; 






In commenting to Mery about the poet, William 
Blake, R&mplon call# him the laat comipleteiy civi­
lized man and eeta forth hie o*n theoiy of civili­
zation, of c<Mqpletene#z:
"Eeaeon, feeling, Inetlnct, the life of the bo^y— Blake managed to harmonize everything* Barbarlem la being lopeided.You can be a barbarian of ̂ ie Intellect ae well aa of the body. A barbarian of the eonl and the feelinge aa leeH aa of aen- anallly. Clnriatlanlty ma<k na barbariana of the aoul, and now acience la_ making ua 
barbarians of the intellect." 39
Counter Point, examplea are given 
of each one of these lopsided type# that Rampion 
mention#. Phillip Quarlea ia a barbarian of the 
Intellect; Burlap la a barbarian of the soul and 
feelings, and both Luqy Tantamount and John Bid- 
lake are barbariana of sensuality*
Chapter ten goes back to Spandrell, Rampion 
and Mary. Huxley blende the S and R themea In
brilliant counterpoint* Spandrell, in hie ab­
normally philosophic manner, tells Rampion and 





"But it's then, vbsu they've he* c(xne one's mistress that the fun really begins. It's then that one deploys all one's Socratic talents* One develops their little temperaments, one domesti­cates them— still so wisely and sweetly and patiently— to every outrage of sen­suality. It can be done^ you know; the more easily, the more innocent they are. They can be brought in perfect ingenuous­ness to the most astonishing pitch of depravity* "
To which Rampion, who is a firm believer in 
natural, wholesome llvi^, respwads:
"The trouble with you, Spandrell, is that you really hate yourself. You hate the very source of your life, its ultimate basis— for there's no denying it, sex is fundamental.**. Not only you. All these people. Practieally everyone* It's the disease of modem man..*. It's Jesus's and Newtcm's and Eenry Ford's disease. Be­tween them, the three have in-etty well killed us* Ripped the life out of our bodies and stuffed us with hatred."
Chaipter eleven is & very swift-nKvlng one, 
with fast, abrupt, numerous transitions and vari­
ations on themes. The opening scene is in 
Sblsa's restaurant. The group there now includes 
Rampion, Many, Spandrell, Walter, Lucy and three 
of the latter's friends. This marks the conver­
gence of the love theme with the E and S themes.
40
Ibid*. p* 198» 
Ibid.. p. 139.
One of lAicy*a friend», Peter Sllpe, aeke Walter 
about Beatrice Gilrey, a young woman who work* 
in the aame office am Walter, it appear# that 
Beatrice had ordered Slipe out of her houee #o 
that ahe could Install her M%pl^er*frlend$ Bur­
lap in hi# place.
Iheae comment# serve a# a modulation for ttm 
next scene which involve# Burlap and Beatrice. 
Burlap ha# juat returned from the party at Tanta- 
mount House to find Beatrice waiting up for him. 
She, an employee of his on the Literary World, 
la fond of him because of hi# spiritual nature 
and give# him a room, rent free, in her house. 
Burlap, in keeping with hie religious character, 
talks to her in a vague way of his evening:
"One's forty, one has lived more than half one's life, the world i# mar­vellous and systerious. And yet one spends four hours chattering about noth­ing at Tantamount House. Why should triviality be so fascinating? .. .Is it some vague fantastic hope that one may meet the messianic person one's alwny# been looking for, or hear the reveal­
ing word."
The action goes again to the group at Sblsa's, 
Mark Eangpion now leading the discussion. He de- 




in keeping the lower olaaaea in tnelr place^
"People have been forcibly putting them in tneir place for centurie#$... and look at Ihe result.** Inward peareonal revolution a W  consequent outward and aoclal revolution." 43
Ranqplon add# the cgHmment that the tamanity of 
these claBse# ha# been aqueeaed out of tl^ by 
civilized living.
A short eclentiflc diacuaalon between Lord 
Edward and Illidge in the Tantamount Hw»e labor­
atory intervene#. Tbi# serve# a# a contrast to 
the R theme or a pointing of the scientific view­
point against the layman's viewpoint.
Again the action ehifts to Sblsa's. Rampitm 
makes a few obsei^ations on Spai^ell's hatred of 
life. Then the scene changes to the laboratory 
where Illidge adds only one sentence to the pre­
vious scientific discussion. The group at Sbisa's 
breaks up, with Tkalter, Lucy and Spandrell re- 
mainlng. After a short talk about conventions in 
love between these three at the restaurant, a con­
cluding discussion between Lord gdward and Illidge 
is given. The action goes back once more to the 
restaurant, describing Walter' s perturbation with 
Spandrell for remaining there since the former de-
Ibid.4 p. 154-156.
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mires to be alone with Lucy* The concluding 
scene of this unusual chapter is at the home of 
Pamy Logan. She and her daughter, Polly, give 
their reactions to the Tantamount Souse party.
Chapter twelve opens at Sblsa*s restaurant, 
Walter, after protesting at the lateness of the 
how, departs for hmme alone* Lucy, mostly out 
of curiosity, accompanies Spandrell to a Comeu* 
nist club to which he belongs. Here they meet 
Illidge who hGid come over after c^%)leting his 
work at the laboratory. The scene then charges 
to Walter's apartment where Marjorie anxiously 
awaits him. She exacts a promise frma him that 
he will not see Lucy any further. The last scene 
returns to Lucy and Spandrell as they are leaving 
the Club and «iding an exceptionally long evening, 
Spandrell, discussing the communistic ideas of 
Illidge, hints at a future tragic happening when 
he says:
"He's fairly stuffed with theories and bile and envy. He longs to blow you all up.,. 
You should hear our young friend talking about murderj Political murder is what es*- 
pecially interests him, of course, but he doesn't make much distinction between the 
differmit branches of the pcrofesslon. One kind, according to him, is as harmless and
.«.39»
morally ixullfferent aa anotaer. O w  van­ity make# ua exaggerate the Iz^rtane# of human life; the Individual ia nothing;
Nature carea only for the epeciea." ^
%eae statements suggest the c<»lng plot be­
tween Spandrell and illidge» near the end of the 
novel» when th^ murder the leader of the fascist 
group» Bverard Webl^. An analogy may be found be­
tween this device and the suggestive musical phrase 
which is dropped off to bectme later amplified into 
an ingportant part of the coaposition.
Chapter thirteen begins with the B theme—
delineating Birlap's religious character. In his
office at the Literary World» he tells his ideas
about the poet» Rimbaud» to Valter:
"To be the finest poet of your gen­eration and knowing it, to give up po- etry— that's losing your life to save it. That's really believing in life. His faith was so strong» that he was inrepared 
to lose his life, in the certainty of gain­ing a new and better one*" 46
This nystioal "belief In life" of Burlap's 
is puzzling to Walter— having apparently no defi­
nite meanlTî . Burlap is never one to clarify his 
opinions. He merely attributes them to his "deeper
44
Ibid.. p. 182-183.45Ibid.. p. 188.46Ibid.. p. 187.
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Lucy then call* Walter by telephone and he* 
under the epell of her voice* forgete hi# promise 
to Marjorie* and agMes to aee her that evening*
From this love theme* the action returns to
Burlap for a more complete development of his past
life* A fe# of his love affairs are described*
with an emphasis upon the fact that his spiritual
nature gives him an amaslng power over women.
Susan* his former wife* had been pleased most of
all by the pure quality of his feelings.
Rls love was at once babyish and maternal; his passion was a kind of passive smuggling. Frail* squeamish* less than fully alive and therefore less tnan adult* per<- manmitly under-aged* she adored him as a superior and almost holy lover. Burlap In return adored his private phantom* adored his beautifully Christian conception of matrimony* adored his own adorable husbandllness. ^8
This preponderance of religious thinking la 
noticeable even in Burlap's business negotiations. 
In thanking a contributor of some verses to his 
magazine, he dictates to his secreteuy:
47Ibid*, p. 188.48Ibid.. p. 199.
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"Thank you for their bright and tur­bulent verbal eurface. Thank you aleo for the aeneltiveneag— no^ the quiver­ing eenaiblli^* the eaqperlenoe of #uf- faring, the ardent eplrltuallty which a deeper inalght de tec te beneath that aurface,"
The scene following counters one aspect of 
love against another. Walter calls on Lucy, is 
Intwrupted in his love-making <md leaves Tanta­
mount House in a rage* He goes home, resolving 
to forget Lucy and to live honorab3y with Mar­
jorie whom he still admires but has never loved 
with the savage passion that he has for Lucy, 
Marjorie angers him farther when she correctly 
suspects that he has seen Lucy, thereby breaking 
the promise that he had made to her, Walter re­
turns to Tantamount House, commands Lucy to Iweak 
her dinner engagement and that night makes her 
his mistress.
The first part of chapter fourteen discusses 
the teaching of little Phil, son of Phillip and 
Elinor, by his governess, Miss Fulkes. Little
49
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Phil had been left lelth iire. John Bldlake, Sli* 
nor *6 mother, while hie parenta went on the lohg 
craiee to India* The scene then ahlfte to the 
# M p  in the Red Sea on which Phillip and Elinor 
are returning home* After thinking over hi# 
wife's enggeetlon that he write a simple, etraight- 
forward novel for a cha%%e, Phillip conclndee that 
it would not be in hi# line, in fact would be im­
possible* Re musea over his inadequacy in compar­
ison to lîark Rampion:
"All the same", Phillip was think­ing, "Kark Ra%»lon's right# In practice, too; which makes it so much more impres­
sive* In his art and his living, as well ais in his theories* Not like Burlap"*He tWught with disgust of Burlap's sms tic leaders in the World. Like a spiritual channel crossing* And such a nasty, slimy sort of life. But Rampion was the proof of his own theories. "If I could capture something cf his secret!"
Chapter fifteen is concerned entirely with 
the love theme, serving to contrast Lucy with 
Marjorie. Lucy is the dominating type, not be- 
lieving in real love while Marjorie loves Walter 
sincerely and whole-heartedly. The following pas- 
sage expresses Lucy's views:
60Ibid., p. 232.
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Sne did not want to feel that deep tendeme#B which i# a aurrender of the 
will, a breaking down of pereonal aepa- ratencaa. She wanted to be hereelf, Lucy Tantamount, In fhll command of the eltua- tlon, enjoying heraelf conaclouely to the last limit, ruthlessly having her Am; free, not only financially and legally, but emotionally too— ^aotionally.free to have him or not to have him.
The R and B themes are fuaed in chapter *1%» 
teen the visit of Burlap to Rampion*e home.
As Rampion ie showing Burlap some of hie palnt- 
inge, he takea the opportunity to expreea hie 
dleguet with St. Francis whose renunciatory life 
has always been so highly admired by Burlap, Ram-
plon dislikes the continual reverential attitude62of Burlap and his "spiritual smile".
"He liked baiting the fellow, making him look like a forgiving Christian mar- tyr. Serves him right for coming in that beloved-dlsclple attltpde and being so dis- gustlngly admiring, "
The R theme is then dropped; the B theme Is 
carried on by an account of Burlap writing an 
article after nia afternoon's visit with Eaapios, 
HI© subject is Franciscan Poverty. Since this is 
one of his favorite topics, his prose is of an ez-
6ÏIbid.. p. 238.52Ibid.. p. 247.
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alted nature:
"Bare-footed through the Bmbrian bllle ehe goee, the Ladĝ  Poverty... Her feet are get on the white dusty roads that sewn, to one who gazes fr«a the walls of the little cities, taut-stretohed white ribbons in the plain below... Within our modem society the Franciscan ideal is unworkable,.. But this does not mean that we can just neglect St. Frainois as a dreamer of mad dreams, go, on the contrary, the insanity is oum, not his. 1% is the doctor in the asyl«e. To the lunatics the doctor seems the only mad­man. When we recover our senses, we shall see that the doctor has bcm all the time 
the only healthy man." ^
Chapter seventeen opens with the S theme, 
and is joined later with a variation of the B 
theme in the person of Carling, the religious en­
thusiast. Spandrell has not done any sort of use­
ful work for years. His life has become such an 
idle one that he does not even indulge in his per- 
verse amusements as he did before.
"He contented himself with talking about the skcltanents of diabolism, while in practice he remained sunk apathetically in the dismal routine of brandy and hired love. The talk momentarily excited him; but when It was over he fell back again yet deeper into boredom and despondency. There were times when he felt as though he were becoming inwardly paralysed with a gradual numbing of the very soul. It was a paralysis which it was within his power, by makl%% an 
effort of the will, to cure. But he could 
not, even would not make the effort."
54Ibid.. p. 252-253,
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(Going lato & bar around the corner from hi* 
house, Gpandrell meets Carling for the first time 
and learns of bis dismal, drunken life. Carling 
chatters away about religious doctrines and ob­
servance of customs, When Spandrell asks wby he 
is wearing white socks at thi* time of year, he 
answers:
w%hlte, white. It's prescribed. Be­tween saeter and Pentecost the chasuble must be predominantly white. Mot to men­tion the fact that today's toe feast of St. Mat&lla the Virgin. And white's the eolor_ for all virgins who aren't also martyrs." 56
Chapter eighteen takes up the Q theme, re­
lating a former conversation between Phillip's 
mother and Elinor. Mr*. Quarles regrets the fact 
that Phillip shuns all personal contacts.
"Intellectual contacts— taose are the only ones he admits... Ee's got into the habit of feeling afraid and suspicious outside that intellectual world. He needn't have. And I've always tried to reassure him and tempt him out; but he won' t let him- *elf be tempted." 57
The rest of the chapter is concerned with the 
B theme. An account is given of one of Burlap's 
love affairs which did not turn out in the usual
66Ibid.. p. 264.
57Ibid.. p. 271-272.
successful manner because the girl had taken him 
at hi* word and had worshipped him too fervently.
Bar loyalty to that platonio spirit^ uallty which was Burlap's amorous special­
ty (she believed, at first, that he meant what he so constantly and beautifully said) 
was exercised by a continual struggle a- galnst love, and grew strong In the proc­ess» Burlap, who was experienced In these matters, had soon realised, from the quali­ty of her response to his first platonlc advances, that there was, in the vulgar 
langus&e which even his devil hardly ever used, "nothing doing". Persisting, he would only damage his own high spiritual reputa­
tion.
Chapter nineteen is written in three parts, 
all in the Q theme. First Phillip's and Elinor's 
ihomecoming and reception by Mrs. Bldlake and lit- 
iLle Phil, after their long journey is described. 
Hext, a few items from Phillip's notebook are 
listed. Phillip is accustomed to record conversa- 
tions, thoughts, events, things heard and seen systê  
matically in this book. In the final scene, as 
Phillip and Elinor are strolling in the park near 
the Bldlake home, they see Lord Edward Tantamount 
and his crippled brother. After a short talk with 
them, Phillip comments to Elinor:
58Ibid.. p. 278.
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"Poor old creature#!*,. Too old to want to talk about love--too old and mueh too good. Too rich to talk about imongy* Too nlghorow to talk about people and too her- mlt-like to know any people to talk about.Too #hy to talk about theaaelvea, too blankly Inexperienced to talk about life or even literature. What i# there left for the old wretches to talk about? Nothing-- only God." 5*
Phillip is reproved by Elinor for these re­
marks when she answers that he will be exactly 
like them ten years from now at the rate he is 
going at present.
The first part of chapter twenty tells of the 
visit of Phillip and Elinor with Mr* and Mrs. Sid- 
ney Quarles. Phillip's father is presented as a 
bombastic, self-centered individual who has not al­
ways been faithful to his wife while Mrs. Quarles 
is praised as a kind-hearted, generous person. When 
Mrs, Quarles asks about her son in a private con­
versation with Elinor and receives the reply that 
Phillip is just as remote as ever, she thinks again 
of the vast difference between Phillip and her son 
who had been killed in the war.
If only Phillip bad allowed her to love him more! But there had always been barriers between them, barriers of 
his own erecting. Geoffrey had come out
59Ibid.. p. 296.
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to meet her, had given that he might re­ceive* But Phillip had alwaye been re­luctant and parelmoniou*. He had alwaye ehut doore when ehe approached* always locked up hi* mind lest she should catch a glimpse of hie secrets. She had never known what he really felt and thought. 80
This is in line with the Q theme, intellect­
ual maladjustment. Just as a composer of a musi­
cal composition shows his themes in many different 
lights, the novelist is developing various phases 
of his. In this Q theme, he has shown Phillip
(ÿaarles, in many ways, to be what Mark Hampion calls61an "intellectual barbarian". Phillip ̂s unnatural 
intellectualisa has been bringing a breach between 
him and his wife nearer and inearer and has kept him 
remote even from his own parents. He Is unable to 
engage in ordinary daily conversation with anyone 
below his own intellectual level. He has not be­
came a popular novelist because he is unable to come 
down to earth and write less complicated and involved 
stories.
The last part of this chapter describes a phase 
of the theme of love. Sidney Quarles deceives his 
wife by telling her that it is necessary for him to 




on history that h* 1# writing# Actually he la 
jgolng In to the city to aee Glady», a jgirl of the 
lower olaaaee with whom he has been carrying on a 
love affair for several month*#
The theme of social reform 1* returned to in 
chapter twenty-one with the visit of Elinor to 
her old friend and constant admirer, Everard %eb- 
ley. Their conversation soon turns to his plan for 
social reorganisation and he confidently asserts;
"I know that mine is founded on just and right. % know, I'm absolutely con­vinced that I can do what I want to do.What's the good of deqying the knowledge?I'm going to be master, I'm going to im­pose my will# I have the determination and the courage. Very soon I shall have the organised strength* And then I shall take control." 6*
The next scene marks a convergence of the Q,
S and Social Reform themes. Phillip, Spandrell, 
Illldge and Walter Bldlake have dinner together at 
Phillip's private club. Just before the group meets, 
the attitude of Phillip toward servants is shown.
It is a development of his ordinary dislike of daily 
personal contacts.
From those who served him Phillip demanded little, for the good reason that 
he wanted to have as little as possible to 
do with them. Their presence disturbed him.He did not like to have his privacy in­truded upon by alien personalities. To be
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compelled to speak with them, to have to emtahllah a direct contact— not of Intel* ligenoea. hut of allla, feellnga, intoi- tlon#— with theae intruder# *a# alwqy# disagreeable to him* * 0
A# the four are dining, Spandrell contrib­
ute# some more of hie perverse philosophy— thl# 
time very fatalistic in meaning— in referring to 
hi# day# in the World War#
"That life in France was like the life I'd been leading before the War- only much nastier and stupider, and ut- terly unrelieved by any redeeming fea- ture. And after a year of it, I was desperately wangling to cling to my dis­honor and avoid death* Augustine was right, I tell ;you$ we*re damned or saved in advance. The thing# that_happ#n are a providential conspiracy."
The scene then change# to Marjorie and Eli-
Dor. The latter is desirous of learning the reason
for the disagreement between her brother, Walter,
and Marjorie. When informed of Walter's atffair 
with Lucy Tantamount, Elinor tries to feel sy^a- 
t he tic towards Marjorie but is somewhat ezasper- 
ated by her dull, listless personality. Elinor 
realises that Walter loves Lucy for her sensuality, 
her vigorous nature, and her recklessness whereas 
he has grown tired of Marjorie's unemotional, spir­
itual character.
631Ibid.. p. 331-332. 
..Ibid., p* 341.
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Prcaa this love theme, the action retumm to 
the Q theme# Ellnœr bae juet corne hack from a 
meeting with Everard Webley. She tella her hua- 
band that Web ley had confessed his love for her»- 
hoping that Phillip will show a little jealousy. 
However, he mezrely smiles, making no cwment. 
Elinor is becoming mwe mid more unhappy by his 
cold nature and does not feel sure of his love 
for her.
Chapter twenty-two consists of various com­
ments from Phillip's notebook and contains the 
interesting discussion of the moslcalisation of
fiction*
A theme is stated, then developed, pushed out of shape, imperceptibly de­formed, until, though still recognizably the same, it has become quite different.
In sets of variations the process is carried a step further* Those incredible 
Piabelli variations, for example. The 
whole range of thought and feeling, yet 
all in organic relation to a ridiculous little waits tune* Get this into a novel.®®
The first part of chapter twenty-three is 
taken up with the theme of social reform through 
the medium of a letter written to Elinor by Ev-
65Ibid* # p* 3S0*
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erard %ebley. He again ahowe hla confident na­
ture in deacrlbing a faaolet meeting that he bad 
conducted the previous evening*
"I had a terrific battle last night. Howie, booing, organised elnglng of thé International* But l fought them down. Literally at one m<mient. I had to give one of the ringleadere a black eye."
Ihe H and Q themes run along t<%ether in the 
second half of the chapter in the persons of Phil­
lip and Hamplon. Hamplon's fli%t speech is a 
direct contrast to the statesœntë by Webley in the 
preceding scene— in other wwds, a pointing of the 
E theme against the theme of social reform.
"But it*s so silly, all this politi­cal squabbling," said Raa$>ion, his voice shrill with exasperatioh, "so utterly sil­ly* Bolsheviks and Fascists, Radicals and Conservg^ves, Communists and British Pree-
Ramplon's complete dissatisfaction with the 
over-mechanisation of modem society is further de­
veloped by hie conversation with Phillip:
"And mechanical progress means more specialisation and standardization of work, means more ready-made and un indi­
vidual amusements, means diminution of 
initiative and creativeness, means more 




In human nature, meane Increaaed bore­dom and remtleaanea#, mean* finally a kind of individual madneea."
Chapter twenty-four opens w i ^  the variation 
of the love theme which concerns Sidney Quarles 
and Gla^s, The girl is angry because she has 
not been lavishly entertained by the old gentle­
man as he had promised. After having his advances 
repulsed* ïtr, Quarles mends the argument by giving 
her an expensive gold watch. The next scene takes 
up the Q theme. Phillip and Elinor have a disa­
greement over the upbringing of little Phil. When 
Phillip suggests that the b<%r should be brought up 
in a rational manner* his wife sarcastically re­
plies that if he were going to have ohai'ge of It, he 
would soon become bored with the task.
Phillip was offended, the more so as he was secretly aware that wnat she 
said was true. The ideal of a rustic domesticity, filled with small duties and casual human contacts, was one that for him, precariously verged on absurd- ity. And though the idea of supervising little Phil's upbringing was Interesting, he knew that the practice would be in­
tolerably tedious. He remembered his 
own father's spasmodic essays at educa- tlon. He'd be just the same."
58Ibid.. p. 357.69Ibid.. p. 366.
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Ihe last scene recounte the visit of Lad̂ r 
Edward Tantamount to her ihrmer lover, John Eld- 
lake* He naa juat received word from hie doctor 
that hie stomach Is in a serious condition, caus­
ing him to meditate gloomily on death. Although 
seventy-three years of age, he looks much younger 
and up until the present time has always played the 
part of a gay, reckless lover.
Chapter twenty-five consists of letters writ­
ten to Walter by Lucy— the love theme. She has gone 
to Paris in search of excitement but is bored thus 
far— mostly because of the fact that siie has not met 
a%%y interestli% young mien. In one of the letters 
she expounds her Impersonal views on love:
"If only every body would realise that being miserable or jolly about love Is chiefly a matter of fashion...Ihere^s no pain connected with English loves; only gloves and turtle doves*
And the only things that, by toe laws of poetry, can go straight to Eoglish- men*s hearts are tarts and amorous arts.And I assure you, a man's much better occupied when he's thinking about those subjects than when he's telling himself 
how wretched he is, how jealous, now 
cruelly wronged-jsnd all the nonsensical rest of it."
I'DIbid.. p. 372.
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Chapter la devoted entirely to
tne Q theme with the highly Intellectual and vor* 
led thoughts of fhllllp (guarlea» In nmalng over 
the problem of sane living, he contrasta nlmaelf 
with Mark IiaË$>lon:
The chief difference between ua, alaa, la that hi# oplniona are lived and mine, in the main, only thoi%ht.Like him, I mla^ruat intelleotuallam, but Intellectually I disbelieve in tne adequacy of any aclentifio or philoso­phical theory, aqy Wastract moral prin­ciple, but on scientific, philosophical and abstract-moral grounds. The prob- Ime for me is to transform a detached intensetual skeptlsism Into a way of harmonious all-round living.
In the next chapter John Bldlake comes home 
to recuperate from his illness. He and his third 
wife had never officially separated but they did 
not live together. Th^ always met on friendly 
terms and the few visits that ne made to ni© nome 
were accepted without comment. He nad always re­
fused to lead a systematic married life. This is 
a variation of the love theme— 3idlake, like Lucy 
Tantamount, being a barbarian of sensuality, in 
Rampion's terms, Bldlake*© ideal was **to live.
71Ibid.. p. 378.
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emotionally and socially spealclng, from hand to
mouth— 'Vlthout plana, without a statue. In good
oompany of one*8 own dally choosing, not the ohooe-
72Ing of others or of some dead self*'*
Chapter twenty-eight further develops the 
Q theme, relating the gradual drawing apart of 
Phillip and Elinor* She feel# that he 1# unfair 
in keeping baek hl8 feelinge from her, alwaye re­
tiring into hl8 own private, intellectual world* 
Phillip wlGhes to be on a lYlendller bael# with 
ni# wife but find# it lK%)08#lble to dl#cu8@ tne 
situation in a frank manner* Elinor i# anxiou# 
for an excuae to love him again but deelree him 
to make the first move*
Why couldn’t he love her actively, articulately, outright? %hen she gave him her love, he took it for granted, he accepted it passively a# his right. And when she stopped giving It, ne looked dumbly anxious and Imploring. But a# for _ 
saying anything, as for doing anything*.
Chapter twenty-nine is in five separate fast- 
moving scenes* The first one, involving the social 
reform theme, is a description of a gathering of 




OQtlawB believe in diversity, In aristocracy, In the natural hlershccy, Ve would remove every removable handicap and give every man hie chance, in order that the beat may rl@# to tlie poaltlon for which nature hae qualified ti*m. In a word, we believe in justice# And we revere, not ^ e  ordinary, but the ejctraordinary man,"
During one of the pauaea in the apeecn, a
voice from the crows siÆuts, "Down with Webleyl76Down wltn tne rich men's militlai" The dis­
turber, who turns out to be Illldge, receives a 
bloody nose from the onlookers for his efforts#
The scene then shifts to a restaurant, where II- 
lidge has just informed hpandrell of hie encount­
er In l^de Park# This uti*rk8 a blending of the 5 
and social i-eform tuemes, with Spandrell eacpound- 
Ing his peculiar pnllosoply and tne ccwamunlstic 
Illldge berating kebley. ihfter one of Illldge *s 
outbursts against tne fascist leader, Spandrell 
throws a challenge at him wnlch foretells the com­
ing assassination of Webleyj
"When it come© to the point, you'd never dare do anything about %ebley, un­less you had an oiganlzatlon to relieve you of all reepondlblllty# You siagpjy wouldn't dare," 76
The next scene describe# Elinor's reaction as
-----------------
..Ibid#, p# 397# 75Ibid#, p. 398.
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8he #tands In the crowd, listening to %ebley*s 
epeecn. She feels elated and exoited at hearing 
him talk, but at the same time, la embarraeaed 
by her confualon.
The next aoene goe# b%ok to the Q theme, 
with a few comments from Phillip's notebook* A 
perfect picture of the trouble between Elinor and 
himeelf is given in the muslnge of Phillip over 
an imaginaury character for hie next novel. This 
person would encourage all of hie intellectual 
tendencies to the exclusion of all othera— just 
what Phillip has been doing all of hla life*
And for him at any rate the mere­ly intellectual la easier; it's the line of least reeietance, because It's the line that avoids other miman beings.Among them his wife... He loves her la 
his way and she loves him in hers. Which means that he's contented and she's dls- satiefled; for love in his way entails the minimum of those warm, confiding human relationships which constitute the essence of love in her way. She complains; he 
would like to give more, but finds it hard to change himself. 7?
Phillip is able to analyze perfectly his prob­
lem but does not know what to do about it. The 
scene following serves as an expansion of the state-
77Ibid.« p. 406.
ment» eet forward PMllig— showing the inevi­
table result of the intellectual's married life*
It ie an account of Webley and Elinor out on an 
afternoon ezcuralon*
Chapter tiiirty ia concerned wlta tne love 
theme— showing tnree variations of it# This is 
similar to the setting up of a melody by a compos­
er; then, by emhelllshing the theme, as shows it 
off in various lights. The theme is recognizable 
but it sounds different.
In the first scene, Mrs. Sidney yuarles vis­
its Marjorie at the little country uome that fhll­
llp had lent Walter. As Mrs. î uarles talks to 
Marjorie of her unfortunate affair with Waiter, she 
thinks oi her own unfaithful husband. The two 
wmnen enjoy each other's company and find a great 
deal of solace in talking together.
The scene shifts to the home of John Bldlake 
where everyone is being made miserable by the old 
gentleman's 111 temper. A few explanatory senten­
ces from Phillip's notebook are inserted:
Deplorable, to see an Olympian 
reduced ty a little tumour in his stom­
ach to a state of subbumanmess. But perlmps, he ews always sub-human, even when he seemed most Olympian, perhaps being Olynqplan was just a symptcwa of 
sub-humanity, 78
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Püilllp*g Implication is tnat Bldlake*s een- 
Gual nature, although giving him a perveree enjoy­
ment tmiporarlly, haa maladjimted hie life.
As the third variation, waiter reeelvee a let­
ter from Lucy who le etlll In Parle. She telle him 
of her love for another man whom ehe had met the 
day before. Walter la tremendouely affected by the 
letter, realizes tlmt hia affair with Lucy has end­
ed and goee nome to Marjorie.
Chapter U^lrty-one la very short and concludee 
the love theme# It recounts the coming of Gladya 
out to the home of Sidney v̂ uarlea— informing them 
that Bhe la going to have a b&hy* Sidney 1* ao ecwm- 
pletely aetounded that he can aay nothing, but Mr#. 
Quarles, who has suspected her husband for some time, 
takes the news quite calmly.
The setting for the first scene of chapter 
thirty-two is the London home of Phillip Quarles*
As Spandrell calls at the house to invite Phillip 
to dinner that evening, Elinor receives a telegram 
announcing the illness of little Phil. She hwtl- 
ly departs for the country, first giving the key# 
of the house to Spandrell and asking him to Inform
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Phillip. She also asks Spandrell to call Wehlsy, 
explaining why she can not see him that evening.
Tne novelist has thereby made preparation f w  
the ending of another theme— Social Reform— and a 
short time later brings together the four most Im­
portant thanes.
The last scene of the chapter describes Webley 
driving recklessly through London traffic to keep 
his appointment with Elinor* Ee arrives at the 
house, receives no answer to his calls, steps In- 
side and is met by a heavy blow on the head.
Chapter thirty-three opens with the arrival 
of Elinor at the Bldlake home. She is extremely 
distressed at finding her son in an exceedingly
serious condition*
The next scene describes In detail the actions 
of Spandrell and Illldge after their assassination
of iebley. After waiting in t M  house for several 
hours for the coming of night, the two men place 
the former fascist leader In his own car and drive 
away.
The scene shifts to the Queen ̂s Music Hall* 
Not aware as yet of his son's Illness, Phillip Is 
attending & symphony concert alone. He deeply en-
joyG the music but think# th&t the conductor i# 
rather Incompetent.
TO Hey prided himeelf on a catholic taate end omnî e<x%qpetcnce. But...how â- bominably be conducted real muaicl* A# thou^ he were rather aabamed of Beethoven*! emotion# and were txying to apologia# for them.* ...The music wa# heroically beauti­ful* it wa# tragic and iimen## in spit# of him. The last of the euqpiriug throha of sound died away* a demonstration of men's indomitable greatness and the necessity* the significance of suffering.
* Sxliy""is ' a lover "of CM:s"‘ïfnis'i type of'''music*'such as the compositions of Beethoven, Mozart and Bach. Vhanever the (Opportunity present# Itself* he disparages popular music. In an essay entitled "fognlar Music"* he uses the waits a# an e%as%ple of what is happening to all popular music. The first wait# was Aoh* du lieber Augustin* written in 1770. This is a simple song having no emotion- al content whatever while waits## from the 19th century, says Huxley, are filled with amorous sentiment and voluptuousness. The waits, simi­larly all popular music, was onoe elegant, is now barbarous. He indicts toe 19th century Italiens as being directly responsible for introducing a certain vibrant, throaty quality into mmic.After heaMng songs of this nature, he says, the public finds no satisfaction in listening to the clear, pure songs of Mozart.
* Huxley is especially fond of Beethoven's music. Besides mentioning him in the above sec­tion, he uses one of the eon̂ poser's quartets to form an essential unit of Point Counter Point.In an essay, "Music at Might**, Huxi’ey7”wMle va­
cationing along the shores of the Mediterranean, 
listens to one of Beethoven's works and expresses the depth of feelings aroused in himself by the 
music*
"The Benedictus. Blessed and blessing, this music Is in sort the equivalent of the night, of the deep and living darkness, into lAlch, now in a single jet, now in a fine in­terweaving of melodies, now in pulsing and
««SS-o»
In tb# n#%t Sp#ndr#li t#k## Illldge
ever to Tentameunt Heua# vber# tb# letter be# 
agreed to epend a fee beer# In tbe laboratory to 
fumlab an alibi. Then Spandrell drive# bebley*# 
ear to St. Jane#*# Square, park# It tbezre vitb tbe 
bo4y Inalde, amd goe# to Sblaa*# Eeataurant vb*re 
Burlap and Baag)lom await him.
The firat half of chapter thirty-four amrk# 
the convergence of tb# E, Q, 8 and B theme#, fhll­
llp join# Emapion, Burlap and Spat^ell at sbl##*#. 
The ultimate elgnlficance of the four thmae# 1# 
clearly llluetrated by the word# of Mark Ramplon.
He eondeam# the phlloaopby of Phillip, Spandrell
a&mf eolB' clot#' oîf #0%^, "it 'pour# Itmelf, atanchleaaly pour# Iteelf, like 
time, like the rlalag and falling, falling trajeotorlM of a life, it la the equivalent of the night in another mode of being, a# an 
eaaence la equlvalmat of the flower#, from which It 1# die tilled... In the Benedictua Beethoven give# e%pre*#lon to thi# " wmrene## of ble##edneea. Hi# muale 1# the equivalent of thi# Mediterranean night, or rather of the bleeeedne## at the heart of the night, w  rather of the bleeeedne## a# It would be If 
it could be alfted clear of Irrelevanoe and accident, refined and eeparated out into It# qulnteaaentlal purity."
TBPoint Counter Point, p. 465.
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and Burlap on the grounds of perverse Intellectuallmm, 
morality and spirituality:
"You try to be more than you are by nature and you kill awiething in yourself and become much less. I*m so tired of all this rubbish about the higher life and mor­al and intellectual progress and living for Ideals and all the rest of it. it all leads to death. Just as surely as living for mon­ey. Christians and moralists and cultured aesthetes, and bright young scientists and Smilesian business men— all the poor little human frogs trying to bio# themselves up into bulls of pttre spirituality, pure ideal­ism, pure efficiency, pure conscious intel­ligence, and just going pop, ceasi%%g to be «mything but the fragments of a little frog—  decaying fragments at that. The whole thing's a huge stupidity, a huge disgusting lie."
In the next scene, Burlap returns home after 
the dinner engagement to flrwl Beatrice, as usual, 
waiting up for him. Re relates to her the events 
of the evening, especially what Rampion had said 
about him. When Beatrice appears indigiwnt that 
anyone should say such things about him, Burlap re­
plies in his typiceüL manner:
Yes, it was a defect in him. Burlap admitted, a real defect. But so few people, he added in charitable palliation, were bom with a real feeling for spiritual beauty.Raog;)ion was an extraordinary nwm in many ways, but it was as though he lacked that extra sense-organ which enables s&en like St. Francis
80Ibid.. p. 474.
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to see the beauty that is beyond earthly beauty. In a rudimentary foggp be himself^ be thought, had tbe power.
Chapter thirty-five is In three acenee, show­
ing different stage# In the Illness of little Phil, 
The child, ravaged by spinal meningitis, becomes 
deaf— then almost blind— has a short recovery—  
then dies.
The S and R themes run along together in chap­
ter thirty-six* Spandrell and Eamplon discuss ab­
stract and concrete values— the former maintaining 
that abstract values are very important while Ram- 
pion is in favor of the practical, human side of 
things. Ke says that no one should let specula­
tive truth take the place of instinctive truth* 
Spandrell replies by using the example of music*
"Music exists...even though you per­sonally happen to be unmusical. You must admit its existence, absolutely, apart
from your capacity for listening and en- j<ying," 82
Rampion replies as follows to Spandrell * s sug­
gestion about music:
"Speculatlvely, theoretically, yes.Admit it as much as you like. But don't 
allow your theoretical knowledge t# in-
8Ï ^Ibid.. p. 484,82
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flu«5ce your practical life. In the ab­stract you know that mueio exieta and ia beautiful. But don't therefore pretend* when you hear Moaart, to go into rapture# which you don't feel. If you do, you be- come one of thoee Idiotic mualc enob* one meet# at Lady Edward'*. IMable to dlatin- gulah Bach Arom Wagner, but mooing with ecataay as *oon a* the fiddlea etrlke up."83
By thi* convereation between Spandrell and
Ranq̂ ion, the novelist ha* developed the S and R
theme* to a fine point before their final, brilliant
convergence in the last chapter. It 1* there that
Eamplon temporarily accept* the abstraction from the
mualc exa%>le which he refuse* to do now.
83
Ibid., p# 502.RUxley usually has one character, at least, in his novels, who understand* music quite well.
phrase, short and decisive, with every now and then a violent sforsando cnord, start- ling in its harsh and sudden emqphasis. Row pure the passion, how unaffected, clear and without pretension the unhappiness of that slow movement which followed... Pure and un­adulterated; pure and wmlxed, unsullied...The instruments come together and part again.., "The introduction to the last movement comes to its suspended, throbbing close.There is an instant of ejqsectation and then, 
with a series of mounting trochees and a down­ward hwrying, step after tiny step, in triple time, the dance begins. Irrelevant, irrever­ent, out of key with all that has gone before. But mao's greatest strength lies in his capa- city for irrelevance." (p. 206-207.)
Huxley developed this style of writing about music during the time that he wrote music criticism
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Tbere is a joining of the S and Q themes at 
the end of this ohê pter. Spandrell meet# Phillip 
and expresses his sorrow at hearing of little 
Phil. Phillip 1# very much embarrassed as he can 
not hear to let anyone know of his misery. Els 
intellectual nature does not lessen the shock of 
losing his son. Spandrell, upon learning that 
Phillip and Elinor are again going abroad, refers 
to the fatalistic philosophy which he had e%- 
pounded to Phillip, Illldge and Bldlake several 
days before at Phillip’s private clubs
"Eothing ever happens to a man e%- cept what’s like him. Settling down in the country In England wasn’t at all like you. It didn’t haggmm. It’s been pre- Vanted. Euthlessly, by Godl But provi­dence use# foul mean# as well a# fair. 
Travelling about, being unfixed, being a spectator— that was like you...And 11 v- 1%% in a kind of dust-heap, that’s like me. Whatever I do, however hard I try to escape, I remain on the dust-heap. I 
suppcse I always shall.” 84
Thus ends the Q theme, with Phillip Quarles 
going out of the picture the same as he came in- 
witnessing the action of life a# a spectator, com­
menting on it, setting forth intelligent theories 
but not taking a very active part himself.
84ybid.f p. 504#
S a%)d R them## ar# joined in th# firmt 
paœt of the oonoludlng chapter of the novel. Aft­
er hearing Beethoven*# A Kinor Onartet. Spandrell 
i# convinced that the main melody prove# the ex* 
ietence of God and the eonl. Beethoven himeelf 
had written at the top of hi# coepoeition the Ger­
man equivalent of "A Cenvaleecent*# eacred #0%  of 
Thankegiving to the Divinity",
Spandrell call# on Eamplon and Mary, in#l#tl%% 
that they c<»* over to hi# houee to hear the quar^ 
tet. After obtaining their acceptance to come on 
the next day, he diap&tehe# a wte to the Secre­
tary-General of the Brotherhood of Britieh Freemen 
to the effect that the murderer of Bverard Vebley 
will be at a certain addreaa, giving hi# own, at 
five o'clock the next day, Ee write# that the man 
will be amed and desperate,
A# soon as Emaplon and Mary arrive the next day 
at the appointed time, Spandrell puts on the hellixe 
dankxeaang movement of the quartet.
Slowly, slowly, the melody unfolded 
itself. The archaic lydlan harmonies hung on the air, it v m  an i#q*a##loned music, transparent, pure and crystalline, like a tropical sea, an Alpine lake. Water on 
water, calm sliding over calm; the accord- Ing of level horlson# and wave less eaqpan- ae#, a counterpoint of eerenltles. And
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everything clear and bright; no miata, no vague tailight#. It #aa the calm of a till and rapturoua eonte:%>latlon, not of drowal- neaa or aleep. it maa the aerenity of the convaleaoent who wakea Arom fever and flnda himaelf bom again a realm of beauty# But tbe fever waa the fever called living and the rebirth waa not into thia world; the beauty was unearthly, the convaleaoent ae- renlty waa the peace of God# The inter-p, weaving of lydlan melodiea waa heaven.
Dlacuaaing thia alow movement, Spandrell aaya
that to him it repreaenta the **Beautlflc vlalon, it'a 
86heaven". Eamplon agrees that the mualc is the 87most perfect "spiritual ab#traction from reality"
that he has ever heard but protesta against anyone
even att«%)ting to make such an abstraction#
"Why couldn't he be content to be a man and not an abstract soul?... it's like a kind of cancer, eating UP the real, hu- man, natural reality, spreading and spread- ing at its skP^aae. Why can't be be con- 
tent with reality, your stupid old Beethov- Why should he find it necessary to replace the real, warm, natural thi^ by this abstract cancer of a soul?"
Spandrell does not feel in the mood to ar­
gue the point. He feels exceedingly depressed 
over the fact that Rampion can not be convinced 
that this music proves the existence of heaven
86Ibid.. p. 509 
Ibid.. p. 510
87
Ibid* # .p* 51088tK-î a t\ rta
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amd wonders If, after all, the composition re- 
fere to nothing outelde Iteelf and the personal 
Tfhime of Beethoven.*
Sp&ndrell place* the next record of the 
quartet on the gramophone and while the music 
ie playing* hear* a knock on the door. Eamplon 
and Mary remain in the room--in a ehort time they 
hear a loud explosion. They run to the door and 
see three members of the British Freemen org&ni-
* In his essay, "Music at Bight", Buxley dis­cusses the question of whether or not music ex­presses anything beyond itself and the Idloayn- crasle* of the composer. He says that music does say things about the world, but in specifically musical term*. It is so impossibility to stats definitely just what these musical statements mean. 
In the word* of Buxlay*
«We cannot Isolate the truth contained in a piece of music; for it is a beauty-truth and in- separable from its partnee. The best we can do is to Indicate in the most general terms the na- ture of the musical beauty-truth under considera- tion and to refer curious truth-seekers to the originals. Thus, the introduction to the Benedictu# in the Missa Solemnis is a statement about the 
blessedness thaC ïi”̂ t the heart of things. But this is about as far as own words will take us.If we were to start describli^ in our own words exactly what Beethoven felt about this blessedness, 
how he conceived it, what he thought its nature to be, we should very soon find ourselves writing lyrical nonsense in the style of the analytical ^programme maker*. Only music, and only Beethoven's music, and only this particular music of Beethoven 
can tell us with any precision what Beethoven's conception of the blessedness at the heart of things actually was. If we want to know, we must listen."
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zation standing over Spandrel!** body* Eaqpl&a 
and Mary are Informed that he had shot himeelf.
There *ae a little ellene*. Throqgh the open door came the sound of music. The jpaealOB had begun to fade from the celestial aaelody* Heaven, In those long-drawn note#, be. came once more the place of absolute rest, of etill and blissful convalescence. Long note#, a chord repeated, protracted, bright and purè, hanging, floating, effortlessly soaring on and on. And then suddenly there ess no more music; only the scratching of the needle on the revolving disc* 8*
Thus ends the s and R themea— Spandrell dying 
with the picture of heaven before him by means of 
the beautiful music— Rampion partially accepting the 
value of a perceived beauty.
The novel ends with a fee pages on the B theme* 
Burlap Is pictured walging home, feeling well- 
pleased with himself because his article on St. 
Francis and the Modem PKrche had been accepted Ihy 
a magasine in Chicago. Another thing that make* 
him feel happy Is that he has permanently rid hlm- 
self of his secretary who had repulsed his amorous 
advances several weeks before and has been a major 
jproblem since. While she was on her vacation.
89Point Counter Point, p. 612.
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Burlap ordmrad hi* buainee* manager to mrlt* bar 
a latter announcing bar dlamiaaal. A fa* day* 
latar, he received a latter from her In which aba 
atatad bar firm intention of committing aulcida* 
Burlap feel* that thia #a* aomathiog that h* could 
inot foraaaa ao doe# not think bimaalf raaponaibla* 
The final picture of Beatrice and Burlap, with 
the complete breakdown of all barrlera between them, 
furniehe* a humoroue contraat to the preceding 
tragic ecene in which Spandrell ended hi* life.
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IV. CONCLUSION
PolQt Counter Point. Aldoue Huxley baa 
not presented in a novel any definite theory of a 
musical structure. He baa merely attempted to 
give the suggestion of music in fiction by abrupt 
changes and variation* of theme*. In the first 
part of the story, moat of the six themes are 
suggested. These themes sometimes run along in­
dividually as a single melody does in music. At 
other times, they #re harmonised or are contrasted 
to each other. Fro* the six important themes, a 
sort of musical tapestry la woven. It is counter- 
]polnt, in many parts, of life and death, of love 
and hate, and of desire and plbf*
By using many characters and by making abrupt 
transitions of the thmmes, Huxley ha* developed 
rbytbm in his novel. The same rhythm is not present 
all of the time like a pattern, but by its waxing 
and waning by mean* of the ever^chaoging scenes, 
it constantly varies. Another result of this 
arrangement of scene* is to make the novel seem, 
structurally like a piece of music; for it may be 
said that the second reading is more rewarding than
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the first. To possess a knowledge of what is coming 
does not detract from the enjoyment because eeeh 
incident is, somewhat like a musical theme, only 
enriched by a knowledge of the variations to follow.
Some of the pictures in the novel are un- 
pleasant, but many of them seem to be drawn for the 
mere sake of showing how bad life can be. Out of 
the numerous scenes in the book, a ve?y definite 
philosophy of life emerges. A* a whole, the novel 
seems to approve the theory of living as expressed 
iby the character, Mark Eampioa. He sqys that man 
should develop his three sides: the physical, the 
mental, and the spiritual. #o one of these should 
be neglected or considered inferior to the others. 
It is just as possible, and just as bad, to be a 
mental or spiritual barbarian as a physical barbar­
ian. To point his moral, Huxley gives examples of 
each kind of barbarian.
Huxley makes many allusions to music through­
out the book. He demonstrates the great effect 
that music has upcm dÊfferent types of people. He 
also shows his contempt of those persons who go 
into raptures which they do not actually feel when 
they are listening to music by having Hampion oritl-
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90Size the "music snobs", who attend the private 
concerts at Lady Edward Tantamount*s« Huxley even 
imakes several analogies between music and life in 
Point Counter Point and concludes two of the most 
iiaportant themes of the novel throqgh the medium 
of one of Beethoven** compositions, the Quartet 
Is Aa&R3E.
But as far as following any definite structure 
of restricted musical form^-suoh as a fugue, sonata—  
is concerned, Buxley does not succeed* This is 
partly because the novel cannot permit the requisite 
technique of a piece of music. It is not possible 
to have two or more theme# running along together 
in a novel as it is in music* Another reason that 
he doe* not succeed is that the arts are not sub* 
stitutes for one another* Music cannot be expressed 
by any other medium than itself.*
Ibid.. p. 602.* In bis book, Beethoven, M â  §.3̂ t ual Develop­
ments J, W* Sullivan cites on page 29 the fol­lowing quotation, supposedly spoken by the great 
composer Felix Mendelssohn when someone asked for 
his reaction to a song;
"If, in this or that instance, I had in 
sy mind a definite word or definite words, I 
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